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How it would look in Parenthetical Documentation (whatever is FIRST in the citation):  (Soloway).  
 
Chunk from the Source: 
 Within five years, every child, in every grade, in every school in America will be using a mobile learning device, 24/7. Take that to the bank! Yes, while today, 99 percent of schools ban cell phones, we stick by this prediction. Why? Because mobile technology is as necessary a part of living in the modern world as are air, water, and food. Communications is the hallmark of what it means to be human; mobile devices support communication in new and exciting ways; mobile devices help make us human, help define us as different than plants and animals. Mobile technologies are essential to our lives—outside of school. How can school resist letting mobile devices through the school door? We shouldn't be asking, "Why should schools adopt mobile technologies?" No! We should be asking, "How can schools be so cynical, so backwards-looking, and prevent our children, the children entrusted to the school's care, to be allowed to benefit from a technology that clearly is highly beneficial?" Schools need to take their heads out of the sand, be brave and step forward, and truly help the children entrusted to them. Mobile technologies can make a huge difference in teaching and learning—the pilot projects are demonstrating that fact over and over and over again. Schools need to be on the right side of the 21st century: 1:1, 24/7 mobile device rollouts should be the norm, not the exception. 
 
Paraphrase: 
Children everywhere will be using cell phones all the time within the next five years.  Although almost all schools do not allow cell phone use, the devices are becoming more essential to everyday life.  What makes us human is our need to communicate, and smart phones facilitate this in ways we have not seen before, thereby differentiating us from other living entities.  We need smart phones all the time -when we are not at school, so how can we prohibit their use at school and during the school day?  Rather than questioning the validity of smart phones at school, we should be questioning why we keep children from using a tool that is so obviously helpful to their learning.  Society expects schools to stop ignoring technological progress and to assist their children with the tools that result from it.  Trials of mobile technology have proven its validity in education.  Successful 21st century learning demands every student have universal access to smart phones all the time, in or out of school (Soloway).

